By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50. Brother to ABA DABA DOO p,4,1:49.1 6

MISSI MIDNITE
NORMA RUTH HANOVER
NORTON HANOVER
Windy Witch (m, Storm Damage). Dam of E Dee's Sapphire (m, Magical Mike). Dam of E Dee's Best
NATRONA HANOVER
TRADER HANOVER
NAUTILUS HANOVER
NEHRU HANOVER
FANNIE'S GIANT
E Dee's Gem
Smile Bebe Smile (m, Kenneth J.). Now 2 and racing. Race timed 2:00 and 2:00.1f.
E Dee's Uncle Rich
NICHOLE HANOVER
E Dee's Diamond J
SOHO JOE
BLACK TY KILLEAN
NATE HANOVER
E Dee's Cam
Pocono and Open at Scioto; third in PASS at The Meadows, OHSS at Lebanon and The Jugette (heat) at
of $90,953 and winner $93,300 OHSS Final at Northfield, OHSS at Northfield, 2 OHSS at Scioto, PASS at
Scioto and Lexington Filly S.; third in $101,000 OHSS Final at Northfield. At 3, 17 (7-1-4) and seasonal earnings
ings of $50,490. At 2, winner PASS at Pocono and 3 OHSS at Scioto; second in PASS at Liberty Bell, OHSS at
Scotto at Scioto and Lexington Fifth S.; third in $101,000 OHSS Final at Northfield. At 2, winner leg and $151,250 Final Graduate Series, Presidential Series (leg) and 2 opens, all at The Meadowlands; second in $127,000 Presidential Series Final.
BLACK TY KILLEAN p,2,1:51.8 ($75,704), etc. Duneside Perch's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including Dune in Red (M) p,2,1:51.2, DEBI DUNE (M) p,2,1:57.4, DUNE RIGHT p,2,1:59.9, Flybabe (M) p,2,1:59.4, Aliyah Maria (M) p,2,2:00f, Kitittias p,2,2:00f, Greg And Flex, etc.

1st Dam
LINWOOD SAPPHIRE by Abercrombie p,4,1:53. Dam of 12 foals including a 2-year-old, 7 winners, including:
E Dee's Cam p,3,1:53.3, 4,1:51.1, 1:49.3 (c, Cam's Card Shark) ($864,767), 27 wins. At 3, winner legs of Forest Skipper Series and Backus Series; third in New Faces Series (leg) at The Meadowlands and Banks Memorial (elim.) at Pocono. At 4, winner Exit 16W Series (leg; second in leg and Final) and Sports Network Series (leg) at The Meadowlands and Exit 16W Series Final. At 5, winner Complex Series (leg) at The Meadowlands; second in Complex Series (leg). At 6, winner $100,000 Dan Patch and 4 Opens at The Meadowlands. At 7, winner leg and $151,250 Final Graduate Series, Presidential Series (leg) and 2 Opens, all at The Meadowlands; second in $127,000 Presidential Series Final.

2nd Dam
LINWOOD GEM p,2,2:02.3f by Albatross p,4,1:54.3f. Dam of 6 foals, 4 winners. Dam of:
Hes'a Gem p,3,1:51.9 (g, Precious Bunny) ($35,830). At 3, race timed 1:56.1.
E Dee's Best's (g) 1:58.4f (g, Cambest). Dam of CLEARLY THE BEST p,2,1:57.1f.
Smile Bebe Smile (m, Kenneth J.). Now 2 and racing. Race timed 2:00 and 2:00.1f.

3rd Dam
NATIVE GEM p,3,2:02.1h; 4,2:01.1b ($23,416) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,2:02.1h. Half-sister to ELLIEVA PREY p,4,1:51.2 ($79,081), etc. Dunside Perch's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including Dune in Red (M) p,2,1:51.2, DEBI DUNE (M) p,2,1:57.4, DUNE RIGHT p,2,1:59.9, Flybabe (M) p,2,1:59.4, Aliyah Maria (M) p,2,2:00f, Kitittias p,2,2:00f, Greg And Flex, etc.

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,2:02.1h. Half-sister to ELLIEVA PREY p,4,1:51.2 ($79,081), etc. Dunside Perch's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including Dune in Red (M) p,2,1:51.2, DEBI DUNE (M) p,2,1:57.4, DUNE RIGHT p,2,1:59.9, Flybabe (M) p,2,1:59.4, Aliyah Maria (M) p,2,2:00f, Kitittias p,2,2:00f, Greg And Flex, etc.

1st Dam
LINWOOD SAPPHIRE by Abercrombie p,4,1:53. Dam of 12 foals including a 2-year-old, 7 winners, including:
E Dee's Cam p,3,1:53.3, 4,1:51.1, 1:49.3 (c, Cam's Card Shark) ($864,767), 27 wins. At 3, winner legs of Forest Skipper Series and Backus Series; third in New Faces Series (leg) at The Meadowlands and Banks Memorial (elim.) at Pocono. At 4, winner Exit 16W Series (leg; second in leg and Final) and Sports Network Series (leg) at The Meadowlands and Exit 16W Series Final. At 5, winner Complex Series (leg) at The Meadowlands; second in Complex Series (leg). At 6, winner $100,000 Dan Patch and 4 Opens at The Meadowlands. At 7, winner leg and $151,250 Final Graduate Series, Presidential Series (leg) and 2 Opens, all at The Meadowlands; second in $127,000 Presidential Series Final.

2nd Dam
LINWOOD GEM p,2,2:02.3f by Albatross p,4,1:54.3f. Dam of 6 foals, 4 winners. Dam of:
Hes'a Gem p,3,1:51.9 (g, Precious Bunny) ($35,830). At 3, race timed 1:56.1.
E Dee's Best's (g) 1:58.4f (g, Cambest). Dam of CLEARLY THE BEST p,2,1:57.1f.
Smile Bebe Smile (m, Kenneth J.). Now 2 and racing. Race timed 2:00 and 2:00.1f.

3rd Dam
NATIVE GEM p,3,2:02.1h; 4,2:01.1b ($23,416) by Tar Heel p,4,1:57.6. At 3 and 4. Fast Class winner and race timed 1:56.9f at 4. Dam of 14 living foals, 12 winners (8 in 2:00) including:

NEHRIU HANOVER p,3,1:57.2; 1:54.1 (h, Albatross) ($175,869). 25 wins. At 2, second in Red Mile LC; race timed 1:57.3.

NORTON HANOVER p,3,1:58.1 (h, Big Town) ($9,477). Dam of:

ENGAGEMENTS
I. Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic
II. Conceived & Foaled - Illinois Eligible

6
Consigned by Amzy and Darrell Miller, Sullivan, IL and Bonnie Becker, Altamont, IL